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Introduction
Complex networks are representations of complex systems, where nodes (vertices) represent system's units and links (edges) represent the interactions among those units [1] [2] [3] [4] . The functioning of a real network is a cumulative effect of its structure (topology of connections among nodes/units) and dynamics (interactions/relationships among these nodes) [3, 4] . Hence, in models of real networks, nodes are often assumed to be (simple) systems with their inherent intended. Second, we show and discuss three new extensions of this method, specifically: (i) we extend this method to inference of the phase sensitivity function, which is vital for phase equations, (ii) coupling function is estimated for coupled chaotic oscillators to demonstrate how well the phase model approximates chaotic phase synchronization, (iii) using the data from a new experiment involving a system of Van der Pol electric circuits, we show another independent example of how the method can be applied to real data. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review the original method in a comprehensive way. In section 3, we briefly discuss method's extensions that were published so far. In section 4, we present novel contributions (extensions) mentioned above. In the last section, we discuss our findings and lay out perspectives for future work.
The Original Method
In this Section, we describe the original method in a more comprehensive way and show how it works for the case of coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators.
(a) Problem and Method
We consider a network composed of interacting oscillator elements. In biology, such systems include a network of circadian cells in the suprachiasmatic nucleus [50] , brain network composed of many spiking neurons [41, 44] , cardiac muscle cells in the heart [51] , etc. In terms of nonlinear dynamics, such systems are described as a system of N coupled limit cycle oscillators:
Here, x i and F i (i = 1, 2, · · ·, N ) represent state variables and autonomous dynamics of the ith oscillator element, respectively. While G represents an interaction function between ith and jth oscillators, strength of their interaction is determines by the coupling constant C. The matrix {T i,j } describes connectivity between the oscillator elements. Without coupling (i.e., C = 0), individual systems (i.e.,ẋ i = F i (x i )) generate periodic oscillations, after transients. Such oscillations are called limit cycles, which have intrinsic periods of τ i . The equation (2.1) desciribes, to a good approximation, a variety of systems of interest in biology and neuroscience. Then the theory of phase reduction [52, 53] states that, as far as the coupling strength C is weak enough, the network dynamics can be reduced to the following phase equations:
where θ i represents phase of the ith oscillator, ω i gives natural frequency of the ith oscillator (i.e., ω i = 2π/τ i ). Z stands for phase sensitivity function (also called "infinitesimal phase response curve"), which determine the amount of phase shift induced by the interaction G with other oscillators (we will here not go in the detail of how equation (2.2) is obtained; an interested reader can refer to [52] [53] [54] ). By averaging approximation [53] , which integrates one cycle of the phase sensitivity function Z with the interaction function G, the coupling function is derived as
Transformation of the original equations (2.1) to (2.2) provides a significant reduction in system's dimensionality, in the sense that the original state variables x i , which can be high-dimensional, are represented only by the single phase variable θ i . This substantially simplifies the system's modeling and enables its identification in a straightforward fashion.
As a recording data, individual oscillator states are simultaneously measured as simultaneously. Our purpose is to infer the phase equations from these measurement data under the conditions that the underlying system equations (2.1) are unknown.
The phase dynamics can be reconstructed in the following steps.
(i) From the measured data {x i (t)}, phases are extracted as θ i (t) = 2πk + 2π(t − t k )/(t k+1 − t k ), where t k represents the time, at which ith signal takes its kth peak and t k ≤t < tk + 1 [54]. (ii) Fit the phases {θ i (t)} to the phase equations:
which capture the underlying phase dynamics (2.2). {ω i } represent approximate values for the natural frequencies. The coupling functionH, which is in general nonlinear and periodic with respect to 2π, is approximated by a Fourier series up to order of D asH(∆θ) = D j=1 a j sinj∆θ + b j (cosj∆θ − 1). The unknown parameters p = {ω i , a j , b j } are estimated by the multiple-shooting method. The multiple shooting, developed in physics and engineering, provides a general framework for fitting ordinary differential equations to recorded time series data [55] . The methodology is applicable to a situation, under which the system equations and the recorded data are in a good quantitative agreement. As far as the condition of phase reduction, i.e., weakly coupled limit cycle oscillators, holds, the observed phase should obey the phase equations (2.3) in a quantitative manner. To estimate the parameters p, time evolution of the phase equations (2.3) starting from an initial condition θ(0) is denoted by θ(t) = φ t (θ(0), p). Then, at each sampling time t = i∆t, the phase equation must satisfy the boundary conditions: θ((n + 1)∆t) = φ ∆t (θ(n∆t), p). With respect to the unknown parameters p, the nonlinear equations are solved by the generalized Newton method. To compute the gradients ∂φ i /∂p, which are needed for the Newton method, variational equations . We divide the measurement data into two parts. For the first half data, the parameter values p are estimated. Then, the estimated parameters are applied to the latter half data and measure the error ecv =
The order number D providing the minimum error is considered as the optimum.
(b) Application to Coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo Oscillators
To illustrate how the method described above works, we apply the multiple shooting to a prototypical example of weakly coupled limit cycle oscillators. In the original study [29] , coupled Rössler oscillators were analyzed. As another yet challenging example, which has more complex shape of coupling function, we consider the following network of FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) oscillators [57, 58] 
(2.4) individual FHN oscillators (without coupling C = 0) gives rise to limit cycles of slow-fast type. Inhomogeneity parameters, which control natural periods of the individual oscillators, were set as
, where α i = 1 yields natural oscillation period of 36.51.
We started with the case of N = 16. As the coupling matrix, all-to-all connections were assumed (T i,j = 1). The level of inhomogeneity was set to ∆α = 0.01. The multivariate data {x i (t)} 16 i=1 were recorded at a coupling strength of C = 0.01, which is in a non-synchronized regime. The sampling interval was set to be ∆t = 0.004. Then, the phases {θ i (t)} were extracted and down-sampled to a sampling interval of ∆t = 1000·0.004. Total of 500 data points have been collected for the parameter estimation. As an initial condition, the unknown parameter values were all set to be zero, i.e.,ω i = 0, a j = b j = 0. The 500 data were divided into 250 and 250, which were used for the parameter estimation and the cross-validation error ecv, respectively. By varying the Fourier order from D = 1 to D = 10, the optimal value was found to be D = 7 by the cross-validation test.
The coupling functionH(∆θ) estimated by the present method is in a good agreement with the one computed by the adjoint method [59] (Fig. 1a) . The error-bars were computed from inverse of the Hessian matrix of the squared error function, under the assumption that the phase data contain uncorrelated observational noise [60] . The estimated natural frequencies are distributed on a diagonal line with the true frequencies obtained from simulations of the individual (isolated) FHN oscillators (Fig. 1b) . Using the estimated phase equations, synchronization diagram of the original coupled FHN oscillators can be recovered, where the onset of synchronization was predicted at C = 0.046, which is close to the real onset of C = 0.044 (Fig. 1c) .
Next, we show how the estimation depends upon the problem setting. The primary factor that influences the estimation results is the coupling strength C used to generate the time series. Fig. 1 (d) shows dependence of estimation error on the coupling strength. The estimation error e cf is evaluated as deviation of the estimated coupling functionHs(∆θ) from the oneHp(∆θ) estimated by the adjoint method, i.e., 6) where the denominator represents normalization factor and
As the coupling strength is located close to the onset of synchronization, the estimation error increases significantly. Under the synchronized state, phase differences between the oscillators do not change in time ∆θ = const, providing no information about the phase interaction. Increase in estimation error due to synchronized data is therefore reasonable. Even in a synchronized regime, the coupling function can be recovered from transient data, during which phase differences evolve (transient data often reveals far more information about the underlying system, since it is recorded before the system 'settled' into its dynamical equilibrium). To show this, the multivariate data were recorded after discarding only a short duration of transient process that starts from a random initial condition. Before the system is confined in a synchronized state, transient process of data (time interval of 40) was collected. 20 sets of such data were used for the parameter estimation. Fig. 1 (e) shows dependence of the estimation error on the transient duration. Note that the coupling strength is set to C = 0.05, that is in a synchronized regime. Although the error increases as the transient duration is increased, relatively good estimation was realized for a short transient time. This suggests that, even the system is in synchrony with a moderate coupling, application of perturbation that kicks the system out of synchrony is an efficient way of inferring the underlying phase dynamics. are consistent with those obtained from the non-coupled simulations. This suggests that the system size does not pose a major limit on the estimation of phase dynamics as far as the data contain non-synchronized phase information.
Extension of the Original Method to Network Inference
In this section, we discuss extensions of the original method so far. Although we have dealt with the case that all oscillator elements are connected to all the others in the previous section, heterogeneous connections are more common in nature and engineering. Another challenge of our technique is to infer the connectivity of the oscillator network from the measured data. Numerous approaches have been proposed up to date using information transfer [61], mutual predictability [62], recurrence properties [63], permutation-based asymmetric association measure [64] , index for partial phase synchronization [65] [66] [67] , and graph theory [68] . Response properties of the network dynamics to external stimuli have been also exploited [8, 69] . For weakly coupled limit cycle oscillators, to which phase reduction is applicable, the phase modeling approach is again quite effective for detecting the network topology [11, 49, [70] [71] [72] . As an application of the coupling function estimated in the previous section, multiple-shooting method was extended to infer connectivity of an oscillator network [49] . Here, we present such method. For simplicity, we suppose that the connection matrix is composed of zero-or-unity elements (i.e., T i,j = 0 or 1). The estimation procedure is the same as before except that the connection matrix is estimated as the unknown parameters p = {T i,j } in the multiple shooting method. The coupling functionH was fixed to the one estimated in the previous estimation. Natural frequencies
obtained from non-coupled original equations were also utilized in the phase model.
For a network of four (N = 4) oscillators, two defects, i.e., T 3,1 = T 4,1 = 0, were introduced to the connection matrix. The level of inhomogeneity was set to ∆α = 0.04, whereas the coupling strength was C = 0.02, i.e., in a non-synchronized regime. As in the previous section, total of 500 data points (sampling time: 4) have been collected. The connection matrix was estimated as follows. 
We see that the two defects were precisely identified as small values, whereas other matrix elements pointed almost unity. For comprehensive analysis, the connection matrices with randomly generated defects were estimated for variable network size from N = 2 to N = 16. For our analysis, the estimation error was evaluated as ecm =
where the estimated connectivity was digitized asT i,j = 0 forT i,j < 0.5 andT i,j = 1 otherwise. For each setting of the network size, 5 instances of connection matrices {T i,j } were randomly generated and the average and the standard deviation of the estimation errors were plotted in Fig. 2 . Panels (a) and (b) correspond to the cases that defect ratios (i.e., percentage of zero elements in the connection matrix) are 20 % and 40 %, respectively. For variable network sizes, the estimation errors ecm are almost zero except N = 11, 12 in the case of low defect ratio. Although the errors increase for high defect ratio, their overall level is less than 0.2.
To examine the effect of coupling function, the connection matrices were also estimated by using a simple sine as the coupling function, i.e.,H(∆θ) = a 1 sin∆θ. For small networks, the difference was not large between the precisely estimated (higher-order) coupling function (red solid line) and the simple sine function (blue dotted line). However, as the network size increases, the estimation error increases much more rapidly in the sine function than in the higherorder coupling function. This indicates that, for reliable detection of the connectivities, precisely estimated coupling function is of significant importance.
New Extensions
Finally, in this section, we present three new extensions of our original method. One subsection is devoted to each.
(a) Inferring Phase Sensitivity Function
The phase sensitivity function Z(θ) plays a vital role in the studies of coupled oscillators [52] [53] [54] . Numerous approaches have been proposed to estimate the phase sensitivity function from experimental data [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . As an extension of our technique, the phase sensitivity function can be recovered from the coupling function [73] . As described earlier in the averaging approximation [53] , the coupling function is given by a convolution of the phase sensitivity function Z(θ) and the input waveform
It is straightforward to recover the phase sensitivity function by the spectral deconvolution [74] . Namely, in a frequency domain, the phase sensitivity function is given asẐ(ω) =Ĥ(ω)/Ĝ(ω), whereẐ(ω),Ĥ(ω), and G(ω) represent Fourier transforms of Z, H, and G, respectively. Inverse Fourier transform of Z(ω) yields the phase sensitivity Z(θ). Fig. 3(a) shows phase sensitivity function (solid red line) obtained by the deconvolution of the coupling function estimated from coupled FHN oscillators (N = 16) in section 2. Compared with the one computed by the adjoint method [59] (dashed blue line), the estimated function is somewhat deviated from the true curve. We consider that, due to the averaging effect, where the effect of input signal is averaged over one oscillation cycle, information on the spontaneous phase response has been lost.
To improve the situation, the phase sensitivity can be estimated more directly by using the Winfree formula [52] as follows. For simplicity, we consider a single phase oscillator receiving an external force G(t):θ
where ω represents natural frequency of the oscillator. The phase sensitivity functionZ is described in terms of a Fourier series asZ(θ) = c 0 +
The unknown coefficients p = {c j , d j } can be estimated by the multiple-shooting method in a similar manner as the estimation of coupling function. We apply this technique to a single FHN oscillator that receives 400 random impulses (stimulus duration: τ = 20, stimulus strength: V = 0.01, 0.02, .., 0.12) as external forcing G(t). Parameter values of the FHN oscillator and the sampling time interval were set to be the same as those in the previous sections. For simplicity, natural frequency ω and the external signal G(t) were assumed to be known. Order of the Fourier series was set to D = 10. For impulse strength of E = 0.01 and E = 0.04, the estimated phase sensitivity functions are plotted by solid red line in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively. As a comparison, estimation results of the least-square method [41, 44] , applied to the same data sets as one of the standard estimation techniques, are plotted by dashed blue lines. In both panels (b) and (c), estimation results of the multiple shooting method are consistent with those of the adjoint method [59] . The least-square method, on the other hand, recovered the phase sensitivity function faithfully for a small impulse strength in (b). The estimate is, however, deviated from the other two curves for a large impulse strength in (c). In fact, as the impulse strength is increased, the estimation error increases much more rapidly in the least-square method (dashed blue line) than the multiple shooting method (solid red line) (see Fig. 3d ). The least-square method [41, 44] assumes that phase of the oscillator evolves linearly in time according to the natural frequency. Consequently, strong perturbation, which induces non-small phase shift, may increase the modeling error. On the other hand, in the present formula (4.1), the phase equation (b) Chaotic Phase Synchronization
As another application, the estimated coupling function can be utilized for modeling chaotic phase synchronization [75] . It has been known that phases of chaotic oscillators can be synchronized with each other, while their amplitudes remain irregular and uncorrelated. Especially for phase-coherent chaos, in which rotation center can be well-defined, the phase dynamics can be approximated asθ = ω + Γ (A), where Γ (A) represents frequency modulation, which depends upon oscillation amplitude A [75]. For chaotic amplitude A, the term Γ (A) can be regarded as an effective noise. In many phase-coherent systems such as the Rössler equations [76], amplitude-dependent frequency modulation is very small, so the noise term Γ (A) is negligible. Phase dynamics of such chaotic attractor becomes very similar to those of limit cycle oscillators.
To extract phase-interaction between chaotic oscillators, we consider two coupled Rössler equations [76]:ẋ 1,2 = −α 1,2 y 1,2 − z 1,2 , y 1,2 = α 1,2 x 1,2 + 0.15y 1,2 + C(y 2,1 − y 1,2 ),
Each Rössler oscillator gives rise to chaotic dynamics without coupling C = 0. The inhomogeneity parameters were set as α 1,2 = 1∓0.01, which yield average oscillation periods of 6.06 and 5.94, respectively. The bivariate data {y i (t)} 2 i=1 were simulated under coupling strength of C = 0.02, which corresponds to non-synchronized regime. The sampling interval was set to be ∆t = 0.08 for the extraction of the phases {θ i (t)}. Then, to apply the multiple-shooting method, the data have been down sampled to ∆t = 1000·0.08 and the total of 2000 data points were collected. The data were divided into 1000 and 1000 points, which were used for the parameter estimation and the cross-validation test, respectively. By varying the Fourier order from D = 1 to D = 5, the optimal value was found to be D = 4. The corresponding coupling functionH(∆θ) is shown by the solid red line in Fig. 4(c) . The estimated function is in good agreement with the one obtained by the convolution of averaged phase sensitivity function (Fig. 4a ) and the averaged input waveform (Fig. 4b) . Using the estimated phase equations, synchronization diagram of the original two coupled Rössler equations can be recovered, where the onset of synchronization was predicted at C = 0.042, which is close to the real onset of C = 0.04 (Fig. 4d) . This suggests that our simple method of estimating the coupling function provides a good approximate of describing the phase dynamics of phase-coherent chaotic oscillators.
(c) Application to Circuit Experiment
Finally, we apply our method to experimental data generated from Van der Pol electric circuit [77] . As shown in the diagram of Fig. 5a , the system is based on a LC circuit, composed of an inductor (L) and a capacitor (C 1 ). To form a negative-resistance converter, three positive resistors (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ) were connected to a voltage-controlled voltage source (i.e., operational amplifier and its associated power supplies V DD , V SS ) [78] . External forcing G(t) was injected from a function generator (Keysight 33500B) to the Van der Pol circuit through a capacitor (C 2 ). Physical parameters of the electric components used in the present experiment are summarized in Table 1 . To obtain the phase sensitivity function, 220 impulses (stimulus duration: τ = 380 µs, stimulus strength: V = 3 V) were randomly injected as the external force G(t). The circuit output as well as the input impulses were simultaneously measured with a sampling frequency of 12.5 kHz. First, the phase sensitivity functionZ was estimated by fitting the measured data to equation (4.1) with the multiple-shooting method. Natural frequency fn = 110.5 Hz (i.e., ω = 2πfn), measured before the stimulus experiment, was used in the phase dynamics. Order of the Fourier series was Fig. 5b , the estimated phase sensitivityZ(θ) fits to the experimental observation of phase response data well.
Next, a sinusoidal forcing G(t) = V sin(Ωt) (forcing frequency: 106 Hz, forcing amplitude: V = 6 V) was applied to the Van der Pol circuit. The circuit output as well as the forcing waveforms were simultaneously measured with a sampling frequency of 12.5 kHz. By the multiple-shooting method, which fits the measured data to the phase equations (2.3), the coupling functionH (Fourier order: D = 1) was estimated. In Fig. 5c , the estimated coupling function is compared with the one obtained by the averaging of the phase sensitivity functionZ, estimated from the impulse stimuli, and the input sine waveform G(t). Despite a slight difference in the initial phase, the coupling functions agree quite well with each other. In Fig. 5d , the estimated phase equations recovered synchronization diagram of the experimental system, where the onset of synchronization was predicted at V = 0.73 V, which is very close to the real onset of V = 7 V. 
Discussions and Conclusions
The multiple-shooting method has been focused on as a non-invasive approach to estimate coupling functions from observed multivariate time series [29] . Among various methods developed so far [7, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [36] [37] [38] [39] , which are based on the Bayesian estimation and other variants, the multiple-shooting provides a straightforward approach to fit the phase equations to phase data measured from an oscillator network. Despite its simplicity, the method was shown to be capable of precisely estimating the coupling function of the coupled FHN oscillators including higher-harmonic terms. The estimation was found effective for a large network of up to 512 oscillators. Utilization of the transient part of data successfully enlarged applicability of the estimation technique even in a synchronized regime of coupled oscillators. The estimated coupling function was further applied to inference of network topology and chaotic phase synchrony. Precise estimation of the coupling functions was shown to improve the reconstruction of network topology. As another intriguing issue, estimation of the phase sensitivity function was also discussed. Although the phase sensitivity function obtained by deconvolution of the estimated coupling function was slightly deviated from the true function, refinement has been made by extending the multiple shooting method directly to the phase data of a driven limit cycle oscillator. Finally, efficiency of the present approach was demonstrated with the experimental data measured from the Van der Pol electric circuit with a sinusoidal forcing. To our knowledge, phase response property of the Van der Pol circuit has not been measured experimentally, adding a new insight into the experimental system. Beyond experimental system in physics, chemistry, and engineering, we foresee that our method will be applicable to system of rhythmic, interacting elements such as cellular gene expressions in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN While considering our method of potentially practical use for various systems, its usefulness is not without limitations. The main among them is the assumption that the studied system can be approximated as a network of weakly coupled limit cycles [53] . This, however, is not true for all systems encountered in nature. For instance, in gene regulatory networks, phases of the clock component genes are tightly connected to each other [80] . It has been known that cortical neurons fire with a strong synchrony during epileptic seizure [81] . Such strongly coupled systems should be carefully distinguished and avoided as a target of modeling the phase dynamics. Even for tightly connected systems, there still remains a possibility that our method could, to some approximation, be implemented to model their transient dynamical process, where phase relationship between the oscillator components may change dynamically after strong external stimuli [82] .
Another limitation is the length of the available time series: namely, experimental measurements, for a variety of realistic reasons, could produce the data (time series) of only a very short length. For instance, time resolved data on gene regulation are not likely to yield time series with much more than 10 cycles. In this case, our method might be of limited use. Also, realistic data are almost always noisy. The noise strength, depending on the experimental scenario, could be quite severe. Especially, the phase extraction process in our modeling is rather sensitive to noise. Temporal fluctuation and noise in natural frequencies of the oscillator elements may also cause estimation error in the coupling functions. In this respect, noise tolerance should be carefully examined, before the application to data contaminated with observational/dynamical noise.
Also, networks in real world are large and only partials of the dynamics elements are observable. Although our method was shown to be robust against system size as far as the oscillator elements are uniformly connected and they desynchronized, the effect of unobserved oscillator states should be examined carefully. Heterogeneity and hierarchy in the coupling functions may require further extension of the present approach.
Finally, we conclude the paper with a brief discussion of how our method's performance compares to the performance of other methods that reconstruct coupling functions in oscillatory systems. Unfortunately, such comparison is not simple to make, since various available methods depart from very different hypotheses and knowledge about the system. Stronger hypotheses lead to better inferences, but the information on whether the hypotheses are met is not always available. This renders hard any independent comparison of reconstruction methods. One could argue that methods aimed at only network topology are more useful and precise, but such methods neglect the entire dynamical nature of many real networks. On the other hand, certain methods give excellent results, but are limited to dynamical systems with specific properties. In fact, our method belong to this category, since it assumes the limit cycle nature of the individual units. Furthermore, methods can be divided into invasive ones (that interfere with system's ongoing dynamics) and non-invasive ones (that do not). Again, their real merits is hard to compare, since invasive methods, although often non practical, will almost always give better results. Therefore, we here conclude that our reconstruction concept, although limited by the assumption of limit cycles, is a promising -and above all practical -approach implementable in real experiments. 
